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Of. great, importance In, the rendering of the problem 
are the analyses of Interior architectural features of " 
the structure 3 individual m i l  surfaces a M  elements 
affecting them. In order to. make the murals’ function . 
^properly 9 - the .influencinĝ  ̂f^ "be incorporated,, ’/r ;
enhanced „, and9:. -in-, certain cases s reduced to a minimum form 
of importance. : ; p p ’ i f .
■ ::;$h8 ̂ .impetuses :causing the mural will also sustain
specific requirements within the - mural, Since the nursery; 
is primarily a place of business8 the murals must be sig
nificant to the. jarents of the ©hildreh j. ’ be of . cultural ’ i i - 
benefit i to" the child rent (the children will ''live9' with the 
mumls) 3 and be of service in the' re constitution of the , 
building. '/ :; - i" ' 0 y;;-"... -: ■ . , v 1 "cv '

, 'With these impetuses 9 ze strict ions and eiidsinViewy - 
the aural must how • be designed with ■regard to one blanket 
res trie tlom»- expenditure, ' c. She highest art; .quality must,
= fe?.realised;as' inexpensively as; possible o - „ - -

I ':i-



A SERIES . OF MORALS H  A dtitoREH^S imSERY

- Attempts a% visiml expression, smd the interpretations 
ef /'that"whieh I -knew and m s  imafele to say verbally, extend ■ 
Ibeek. into near: ©hsenrity»■; Eeneil scrawls on scrap paper: and 
wall paper constituted the media of my preschematie stage»
The resultant creative attempts are not literally remembered', 
hut .were imdoubtedly coneerned -with personal envlronmento.. ■
I cam Only rememter. the joys @f doing the scribbling o Upon 
the acquisition of colored crayonss a challenging9 fascinat
ing graduation oeeurred into the realm of colored line, area 

-shapes ' low drawings appropriated: greater importance .
:iBbt Only" "did - they; contain added; meaning s but they were alive 6 
Sotipn'and activity occurred;:©h the two-dimensional surfaces s
wimgms previously the - line of the pencil had been unable to 
achieve this .©rowing;es@a|*w-^'L t , t : i

. Artistic expression flourished during the elementary 
school years. >, in particular s the ' execution, ©f .-“huge 81 blaek-  ̂
beard murals -integrated my studies of early man with drawing® 
Although the literal translation ■of the murals ."could have been 
legitimately Considered seiolistlCs my fellow-students .thought 
them to be completely sue©© ssfui.• . Oftentimes - the murals be
came unbelievably ' intricate and. .ornate, and - required the per- 
severant efforts of ' many of ■classmates:» r; With the .coming::



©f i33sdkboasP#::B m m l • era-3 a. reeonstitution ©f previous -
working methodsvand.proeedures was' necessltated0 . Hereto^; 
fore g' the' application of dark on light , was - the \ customary 
approaoh to a drawing or painting^ since beeause of a d@= 
fiolemt supply closet* we were- forced to■ work ©21:.light : ' \ ;;
#per hf- .inexpensive quality. Tim; operation was bot ::
versed t,, This new my. of drawing augmentsd my horizons eon- 
siderably .and gave, me to realise more fully that there ex-, 
is ted uncountable frontiers of .expression^ : The . early years, ; % 
also- included eontinuous drawings of faceSg people and - st@ries«, 

. tJpon entering high sheoGls it was found that my artistic 
ability assumed greater importance and was to be. constantly 
called' upote through high sohool graduation. For f our years 
•it was .my 'pleasure to desi^i sets and scenery for all the 
dranatic productions of the school.- lbsters .also became: part , 
of my extra-curricular obligations ,, although. I did not find 
tj#m-to-be. as inwardly. satisfying as my other endeavors»
v , 'Baring the final three years of my high school education8
I held the post of'..art editor, and sports illustrator om the ,: 
setiool. newspaper^ •: 1; The reproduction of my Work in this pub- : 
.lieation seemed to create a drive within me» Never before ' , 
imd my work achieved : such digiity: and strength as- when it 
first appeared' in pfinto _ It Was, .indeed a period of progress, 
as. manifested by increased seriousness of purpose and pro- 
duetivitjo



Aiding to the fibre of my growth through these high
sehool years m s  my religious attendance for-three years at 
Saturday morning classes at the IBssachusetts Sohool of-Art 
in Bostono Here I became acquainted with other young people
who had the same intense desire to understand good drawing 
and painting and develop co-ordination between hand and brain 
While attending these* classes8 I came to understand that art
is- not merely a skill g- a craft & an Innovationg but rather a 
study demanding rigorous attentions and diligences® I came
to .find also that art' readily consumes the lives of men3 and 
that no 'man- will ever be able to truthfully say “1 8ve wonS”

/ living in a town where interest in painting was strongg
it,; was always possible for me to seek out guidance from
pointers and teachers in the Community ’ and to.; learh by visit
ing exhibitions = ■- : /

At the conclusion of the high school senior years a 
scholarship was awarded me for study in. the- college of my 
choice o , W  decisiOh was to mtrleulate at the -IBssachusetts 
School of Art« It - was here. that -1" was to work and learn for
the next four years« studies here concerned themselves g
’for the ̂ beginning two;ymrSg with d©sign8 both: structural and 
two-dimensional^ paint ing 0 drawing g. as well as appreciation
and aesthetics o. The final two;: years were; engaged in the 
specialisation of art education and the continued practice of 
art in its various forms» Since it is the practice of the



s#ho©lv*© gradimte /s'teuSeats with a broad art background and \ 
interest inz further learnings 'and hot merely a.- single polished • 
method : of expressioh8 my undergraduate studies ranged from 
fahrie -desipig drafting8 arohlteeture a eeram±ess weaving and 
eivie. designs to seulpture 3 photography3 serigmphy/g crafts .
: and 'theatre arts® " /■ ' ■ c.' - :i:
; - :iy studies::'here were culminateda 1 believe a with the 
execution of two murals and several large paintings done in 
a variety of' mdia®, . At.- the finish-..of̂  my works I was graduated 
with:the degree of•;BoS® 'in Education9 and was. granted a scholar- 
shlpifor graduate study in art at the University of Arizona® . 
During this year of work I was rendered the privilege of per-= 
forming independently yet:with properly adjusted guldan#!'/ui:' , 
She investigation of gold and goldleaf 3 mosaic - and fresco/ . 
was/of signif leant interest tome® . Drawing 3 etehing8 and 
painting now evolved into; an integrated, whole s with •.all. the 
studies. fUnetionlng'as;.a single body for the attainment of . 
one' purpose the acquisition ©f greater abilities® -

During my year, of graduate study8 1 undertook the problem 
©f decorating a childrenD s nursery through .the use of murals» 
.SEamlS'as a' form/of -expression:were not. unfamiliar to me® . 
Howeverg the.reconstruction of my thought processes became / 
essentials since the murals were to be done in a building de= ' 
sl#Led for private living®' . •  ' c ■ u-̂'/- V: : ■ v v :

:i.. jn: eonsidering/the applicatioh; of ']rorais/in a nursery, //; .;•,



St̂ stioulcl be of {.Interest to speculate mpoB; the beginnings, of •
murals and what they have come to mean0 Originally3 perhaps 9 
our ancestors sat in their dark oaves anfla by the light of
fire'a proceeded to decorate "the "walls of their living quarters* 
ferhaps- these drawings on the walls were the result of -am. 
inmte desire- to relieve the ominous and persistent quality 
of the walls* Perhaps these: murals were invented for 
evening enterta ihment when it m s  not safe to venture from 
the protecting fire * - Re gardle s s s we can be sure, that the wall 
drawings were the result of one or more definite; needs; and that 
the. results of these artistic endeavors fulfilled their needs$ 
since this mettiod of'expression, did not expire * : 1
: ■ ;■ { During the ages8 murals: were sustained by churches« and; 
through man is, effort to create a building more magnificent 
t M n  the last* It is not unusual for man to have performed 
in this way* In creating large buildingss lie created s astin- 
matlealiy g large wall -surfaces': which #@$ld notg in their1 ;'
undecorated state8 satisfy the -spiritual motivations which 
caused the building to be built* . . / .

Since those, early days, murals ha,ve been done in many 
types of buildings and in several different ways» It Is; mot
uneommon to com® upon murals in schools 3 banks g restaurants 8
post offices and libraries* The material used may vary from
fresco and mosaic9 to plastic and- house paint* ’ Today It is 
-M;; ■ 'i; .{{ ' ' ' ■ . f.: :i{ . - . ■ ' ■" ' \ :possible to purchase murals -toy - the■roll* These wallpaper:



samls are praatieal in that they are relatively inexpensive 
fi,ad may be change# from time t@. t l m «

We see-'tiien;S: that murals are eurrently being used In , 
homes as well as places'of business and learning» According 
to: this eonelusiong it seems that murals should perform with ■ 
equal success -in a house which has been converted into a place 
of;business^ such as a children0 s nursery»- The building con
tains all the - rooms ' and' acce ssories, of a private home 8 and / ; 
has been converted accordinglyo The kitchen is used for the 
preparation of meals for the children; the dining room is now
. the business office 9 and the’, living and bedrooms are for

by •

playing and sleeping^ 1 '
{#fore the designing of the murals was done a.numerous ‘ 

items had to be investigated o The first - was why murals were
desired in the buildihg0 Undoubtedly the purpose would be 
; t©‘ encourage and - keep a maximum volume of buiness <, It ■’ was 
believed that if the walls of the nursery were decorated with
sincere and appropriate murals^ the parents of the children 
would feel that the nursery, whs, a pleasant place for their 
children to stay because of . the cheerfulness^ of the rooms® 
Also s if the nursery were as efficient in the care of the. 
Childreh as it .was. in the presentation of its building and 
groundsa their children would be efficiently attendedo If 
the. nursery were progressive, enough to have murals$ perhaps 
it would employ methods in the care of children that other



mrsesies ,would not.
Blnee we have considered the parent in relation, to the 

mural3 we should of course., consider the. child in relation "to 
the muralo Ihe murals cannot be done solely for the parents s 
as the children will spend much more tiiae with them. Some of 
the requirements of the murals should be ascertained from the 
standpoint of the children... ;  ̂ ;
• ' Art educators, have noted that children are not merely
""small adults s ’® and that their world of art and manners , of
. expression, are different from ours; ' I M  ■ shildconcerhS: ■ him=>
self with:animls$: toys S : the . games; lie ̂ playSs other children, 
and himself. Thus a mural illustrating the 'processing:.of
steel Would have little personal v c;. ,Meaning for the ehild$ .'where
as it might be altogether appropriate in the office of a 
steel com^ny. T The adult is: concerned with "'correctness"' and 
■is: more /fully -aware o f : the complexities. of this- advanced :age0 . ; 
The child g on the other hands is little interested in formality 
.Therefore s it is evident that the mural should be pleasant to 
the children $: and as meaningful to them'as possible & ; . . .

■ The: careful' selection and analyses' of rooms was of equal ■ 
importance'It is relatively simple to select a room for 
decoration^ but much more attention and study must be rendered
in the final selection of walls. Some - of the. elements'.to be 
considered; are design, of the rooms 9 wall- surfaces ̂ : wall irreg
ularities D sources of ■ light a.'' both . daylight and artificial^ and



the furniture to be used in the. room. The' design of the room.
In this lnstanee3 refers to the placement of. windows 8 shelves 8 

9'■ doors:8 ^closets;ahh":-fIreplacesl it is Important to
consider fhe-my' ln which the room functions with regard to 
doors opening against mils and. the theoretical loss of m i l
■ _ v- ' ' -' ■" : - : : , -/ Vsurface6

The :importance of wall surfaces is’ readily seen. If the ': 
wall.: ;lS;;porousa:,the . absofb@ney-;of the material- must be less
ened j, otherwise•the wall will absorb the;paint and not only,. 
prove more expensive than necessary @ ,but cause the paint, to . 
.lose ; muchv pf its . strength 'and/binding: power. ■ The question -

it̂ es: concerns .itself -with recessions such as 
built-in bookcases & and projections' such .as light ins- fixtures e 

lt-;often 'demlbps- that ft isk.hotrpossible ;■ W  decomte:. 
walls that are'entirely free Of recessions or projections. . 
This is particularly true in the decoration of older build
ings 3- primarily because the . architecture of these buildings ' . 
is. not so greatly -simplified in line and shape as in eontem- : 
perary architecture . At the time the building was designed $, 
very ; often 3 there.were.no Immediate plans for murals a thus . :- 
arehiteciural provisions were not made. This m s  particularly 
true in.the nursery. 'The problem .was enlarged5 as the:build- y 
: Ing: o ontaine d. wall .features which could ■ not: be overlooked.
To: be specific^ one of the walls', selected for decoration :.*• 
ho,d onlt a light ing fixture whie h s if ignored a would interfere



■with the performance of the complete#; mural0 IMdouhtedly 
; this fixture. would have attracted unnecessary attention to 
itself if not properly considered in the design,

light sources are also demanding of thought and study; 
a wall that has an opening through which-mturai light enters 
presents^ a difficult problem. Almost invariably the light 
will prove to be ,so severe that- it would be difficult to'see ' 
the true color -of the wallg as the wall appears darker in ■ 
contrast’: to the intense light, Any designlng which occurs 
on a wall of this kind is also affected, Interior walls $ 
m m e l y 3 walls which act as partitions between rooms 8 are 
more suitable with regard to this specific light problem,
Also a because of the negative areas ereated in an oUtsii® 
wall by light apertures 3 these walls are generally more ; : 
difficult to:design and less conducive to mural work.

Artificial lights, being yellows places the colors of a 
painting or mural in a different keys that is t -blues become 
greenera reds become more orange a yellows become more:intense 
It should be determined therefore.s,; whether the mural will be 
seen under artificial light to any extent, .fhe greater part 
of the nursery9s business is conducted during daylight hours 
and wpuid not, warfant a -wjor consideration or: change in the 
use of colorg as natural light is quite sufficient, ' -: ■

. ore integrating the conclusions of . the analyses with , 
drawings ̂ it was' necessary to .secure elevations 3 to seale a ;of



: ■ , : . 2d

the selected walls 0 Measurements were reeorded with nota
tions concerning doorways s wall textures8 sources of daylight 
and other pertinent Information^ Children0s furniture was 
used in both rooms in which the murals were to be done; the 
playroom having small tables and chairs and the nursery room 
having cribs0

If the murals were designed from floor to•ceiling9 .the 
furniture would interrupt the murals 3 and cause them damage 
by. scraping and rubbing. Theoretically3 the murals would be 
wasted below the furniture level8 so another adjustment be
came essential , Orozco at Baker library8 Dartmouth^ over-
cam a problem similar to this a I believe9 in his fresco of 
Christo This mural0 being.separated from another end mural 
by a doorway9 required special treatment so that it could be 
seen above the study tables, Orozco merely elevated the mural 
above the level of the tables so that it could be seen without V 
interruption, .It was decided -that this principle could fee 
successfully applied to the nursery murals. The lowest hori
zontal extremes of the murals were placed a -few inches above 
the maximum height of the furniture, When these lines8 the 
first recorded ©n the walls9 were extended and intersected, by 
the vertical margins 9 the working space had been achieved, and 
was ready for the paint preparations. To minimize the absorb-: 
eney of the wall and to acquire a more desirable working surface $ 
wall primer and sealer were applied, The walls were now ready 
for the murals ©

t ,
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; The phoitographs of the murals as seen in the illnstra
tions- in the" baek8 are reproduced to scale .In order to afford 
a : better 'understanding of the sizes' of the. murals» The. photon : 
graph' of ;tl̂  ' Gar©ns&;l-\iBnml;;ls,' sealed one inch to the foot ? ' ■ : 
while the reprodnetions of the other two morals 8 Hide' a Ooek= 
Horse and- Hickory % Diekory 8 Books are ■ sealed one and one-half ; " 
inches to the f o o t - . o : ;

. ^  the photo graph of the Carousel mural 3 (Fig® 2j.)s it 
. can bevseen that- it is composed, of an essentially simple .: 
.thought with a minimum of detail^ in.: the background area#; tô o - 
complement the body of the mural, The finished mural9 as seen 
here4 - required only minor adjustments after the master drawing
was transferred to- the ■ wall0 v These; minor - ad justments being the ; 
modification of the 'direction, of the top of . the carousel 8 and 
placement of the children on the animls» The introductiom of . 
the cat in the lower left-hand corner^ and...the little girl in, 
the;lower right-hand corner 3' serves, to bring the mural nearer :/ • 
the childreno #hen .the children approached the .mural§ it was 
felt that there should be elements which would remain accessible 
to • them0-. ;It can .:be%-seen in the detail photograph of the cat l: \ 
that this theory.- was successful* since .the Children :haim>;snri33-:. 
bled affectionateiy^over^ it*; ; Sven more frequently3 however*. % 
the children can be seen " patting" the eat and offering pleas
ant sounds . to iti ,;3Tf there' is noted -an, element of similarity. 
in the position of the carousel leopard and the cat* it .should :



: . . • IS

be ■understood it was intended to be a wlttieismo just as the 
©Mid is imitative of adults a the cat believes himself to be 
a full grown leopardi ; ' "

The question of the ■incorporation of unerasable features 
into the mural is best illustrated in the photograph of the 
. ©arousel mural@ It would have proven to be more expensive 
and time-consuming to remove the light fixture and repair the 
wall so that there would be no projections„ However0 it was 
-felt that since artificial light was at a premiumg the lamp
should remain omwall with the mural adjusted to It* The

. . - ; ■ -

thought of the fixture was thus repeated around the rim of
. the carouseltop in conjunction with the wooden masks® It 
should be noted that the form of the lamp, was not repeated 
literally but rather suggested through the repetition of a 
basic form® - - ■ : - ■ . ;

The sculpturesque masks were intended to be reminiscent 
of actual carousels with their over-elaborate trimmings and

■ unintentionally cheap ornamentation which all too often occurs 
as a result of poor taste and indiscriminate employment of
'color® Of course3 the child a as with real carousels a does-not
■ consciously perceive this and therefore0 is delightfully 
occupied with the animals and his -fellow carousel riders»

The masks are a device for the juvene scene© of the 
parents who see the mural. The parents can-now see with un~ 
bedaggled eyes what they could not see when they8 too0 were 
children® / .
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Shis might' eause the adults to better understand that their 
ehildrea are passing through periods of development and learn= 
Sng which earn©t be eonsidered unimportant or frivolous 0

She re Exists in the carousel mural eertaln features whieh 
are obviously unexplained» It was intended that the super
fluous items 9 such as saddles on the animals 3 railings on the 
carousel platform be omitted/so as to produce a greater feel
ing of proximity between the chiXdreng the carousel3 and the 
animals o Ihe ehildren are not riding animals constructed of 
inorganie substanees ̂ they are riding real animals from far
away lands that were bred for the purpose of carrying children 
to the rhythm of music,

: : • Ihe quality of .the. carousel melody is depicted through a 
visual means in the reiteration of the pattern on the carousel, 
Carousel music is much like the music of a music box; mechan
ical 0 and' precisely repetitious<, $h@ movement of the carousels
as designated by the direction of the animals and ehildren and 
flying banners 3 was designed to augment the feeling of music» .

Perhaps the carousel mural will cause the parents to re
flect upon their childhoods o perhaps it will make children 
happy and @a@:ourag@ imagination and thoughts of fantasy. If 
the mural accomplished only these things a X would feel it m s  
sueeessfulio'

The murals dealing with Hickoryg Mekory» Docks and Hid© 
a Cock-Horse were done in the nursery room. It can be readily
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seen in the two photographs of the Hickorys. Diekorya Dock 
muml (Figo 5 and Fig«, 4)a that an electric clock was d@=
signed to be the face,of the grandfather clock when the 
electric: clock is on the m i l  0 If the: electric clock should 
ever be removed0 the mural will be able to retain its grand
father clock appearance because of the clock face designed on 
the wall*. This clock face was designed, with Roman numerals 
so as to present a relief from the Arabic seen almost exclu
sively on clocks» '

Hickory@ Diekorya Dock was used as a theme on this wall 
as.the result of the natural development of thoughts concern
ing' the undecorated wallo The electric clock was the only 
piece of adornment and stood out from the wall because of its 
bright coloro $'did not find the electric clock to be dis
quieting in either color or design. It seemed quite appro
priate to me that the room0 s clock and a nursery, rhyme be 
consolidated into one unit/ since it was the desire of the 
proprietors that nursery rhymes be used, here0

The electricity outlet for the clock is located on the 
baseboard directly beneath it. This meant that the cord 
traveling from clock to outlet must pass over the mural and® 
consequentlys must be designed into the. mural. It may be seen 
(Figo 5) that the disguise of the cord is elementarily effec
tive o The stem of the pendulum serves to "absorb" most of 
the cord a along with the pattern in the base of the grand-



- fa ther clock. ’-It - can be d iscerned tha t there Is a sugges tion 
of lines on the floor radiating from an unseen point behind 
the grandfather clock; the point of radiation' being caused by 
: the Intersection of the two mils and floor® These lines 
would have aided in the fulfillment of a disguise'for the 

;::#ord' but were found to be outspoken ji?hen painted with the 
-: 'same „strength as the pendulum. ; Therefore g :it became necessary 
to subdue them and permit the cord to show in that area 
immediateiy : below the base of the grandfather clocko r

_ :'r; : v ;i She- ei^ frame on the wall to the right: of the
; grandfather-clock was painted for two purposes 1 - ■ Essentiallys 
it'ms done for. eompositional rea sons when the need for the.

' ■reverberation, of the ysqmre- shape surrounding the electric ■■, 
clock became apparent. The frame was left empty so as to ; -:

,,-permit the 'children to "frame" their Own imaginative pictures:.
' When approaching: the- room in. which;this, mural■ is located^ 

it'is, seen through a, longd eorridor^like .room and is framed . 
by a doorway. S© that this mural would- carry to the spectator 
.located in the. ad joining rooma the colors selected for this . 
muralx are bright and contrasting. Crimson 8 yellow 9 blue and - ■ 
black constitute the ma jor color area's and are ■ successful- in 
, carrying- to' tte. furthest ''point remowdi i \
. .. : ■The modification of the :insistent brick pattern: was -f: V -
' achieved through:, the use of oppositionally directed p8.tterns a 
. line and shape. > The pattern ■ Of the wallpaper in' the Hickory*



- Dlekoryj, Dock mural - and the structure of- the . grandfather ' 
©lock best illustrates the optical alleviation of the imsonryo

. An additional. eoimteiactlon of the brick work was attempted . 
with the injection of circular elements| that is8 the sweep 
of; ■ the body of the grandfather clock s' the .curve of-the:, ©at ®!s '
tail 9 the feet ..of the grandfather clock, and the curve of
- the: mouse'̂  s tail! :. / ' ; ' ; . v : .

$he Bide a Go@k= Horse mural (Fig0 5)s demonstrates a ; '
less successful,-attempt at concealing the masonry, '.Although 
the color and drawing here is interesting enough to ̂ maintain/ 
the attention of the spectator§•the brick pattern.makes itself 

’ evident in the sky area above .the- rooftops and trees!-:' She'
■ action' created by the intersecting pathways ■is. an attempt.-at ' 
obscuring the strong horizontal tendencies of the masonry^
It. was. the intention of the" artist here to offer a passageway 

; into the", village^ '> : ; ; . •
: The ©Id woman and the white; horse have been reduced to \

; - simple' shapes and formswith the position of the old woman 
counteracting- the direction of the horse and pathway, The ■
. hofseg . too9 with its feet, firmly upon the pathway tends- to -• 
©urtaili. its. own. action' toward this corner of the mural. In . ■ 
composing the sketches for this mural s it Was found that -it 
needed an additional shape in the lower center seetlon^^ 
hence.a the simpost, ./ . \ ; ̂v:'. .
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According to the rhyme8 the old loamn has rings on her 
fingers and bells on her toes«=-= she makes music wherever she 
goes* The shoes she is wearing are adorned with bells andd 
though not in keeping with current styles a are quit© adapt™ 
able to bells and jingling sounds o The strangeness of the 
shoes should emphasize the gay sounds the old woman makes 
as she travels on her horse®

The texture of the wall occurring in; the area of her 
hands allowed the rings on her fingers to be treated in. this 
way® Precise delineation of the rings was not possible on 
this surfh.ee g so the suggestion of rings was achieved through 
;scumblingo ' >v:V ' ■ ' ' : /

It can be seen that the old woman is. not beautiful;, or 
even pretty® She is not plain® It is more appropriate to 
say that she is homely® However8 I do not feel that 9 because 
of her facial characteristics she is unkind or disliked by 
childreno It is my belief that an ugly person by adult stand
ards is not necessarily considered to be ugly by young child- ' .. -
ren® The unusual appearance of a homely person serves only 
to fascinate the child and hold.his interest® Thereforeg I 
feel the child might study the large nose of the old woman 
and conclude that he has never seen a nose like it' before and 
that this noseg for the moments is the most wonderful nose in 
existence I



In order' to keep the expenditure at the lowest possible 
leyelg a white paint of good commercial manufacture was used 
as an extender for. prepared artists ’ pigments* The mixture - 
resulting from these paints was very satisfactofy from the 
standpoint of applicability. I do not» however3 recommend 
the formula for use in painting where permanence is desired8 
since the white.will cause eventual discoloration and dark- : 
ening.;; f ■ -r -: -: : v. . , / , . ' /

TiB texture of the wall on which the carousel-mural was 
done did not prove to be an impediment in painting as was 
anticipatedo It was discovered that if major color areas 
were first painted with intentional ignorance of the text
ural patterns. the wall became unified as a design. Since 
the textures would have become pronounced if later colors 
were; applied with the freedom of easel painting (scumbling), 
the pigment was, for the most part, worked into the wall.
Some modeling on the figures and animals has been dohe to 
attract certain attention. While there is an actual text
ure it is not outspoken due to the similarity in hue and 
value. . V" .

Hickory, Dickoryg Dock and Hide a Gock-Horse were ex
ecuted on walls of different composition from that•of Carousel 
Here the wall is brick and is pronouncedly rough and uneven 
in specific areas. Because of the tooth of the cement joining



the brleks and the brick .itself13 mueti perseweranee-ms needed, 
t© apply paint to the mil* While with oarousel the soumbling 
eoulct be; controlled 8 these: walls eomplicated the use of line .
_ by 'eausing It to be fnzzy and . indefinite, In order to achieve 
desired delineation3: the lines were quickly .painted on without/ 
eoneern for the resulting "‘holes16- and then repainted: carefully^ 
m  this way a the line aequired a spontaneous quality through . 
a labored means«:
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In considering the role of the murals at the nursery since 
their oampletion and the effect they have had upon the volume
of; buslnessg it Is posslb2et;Mysay only that the building has
been made friendliers a lighter-plaee- for children to stay

• - 1 : ' •
and that business'! at the time of this ?;rltjjig-a is at a smaci-
: mum» . y: : : - ; r, . ... //' _
, . It will be agreed that there is.no effective means by

which we can determine the success the murals have met with . 
In attracting 'customers to the nurserys since the nursery is ■ : 
a: young business and affords;us no means of,comparative evalu
ation ■with regard to rise and fall- of enrollment* It Is; 
altogether reasonable to thlnkythat the nursery would have : 
achieved the same success without the murals« It is also 
reasonable to think that murals aided In the growth of the y
nurseryo.

? w £>



Fig. 1 CAROUSEL 
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Fig. 2 DETAIL OF CAT 
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Fig. 4 HICKORY, DICKORY, DOCK
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